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Schedule 1 to Consulting Agreement
By and Between the Segregated
Account and Roger A. Peterson

The special deputy commissioner will serve as the official with primary responsibility for
oversight and strategic management or, as appropriate, management of the Segregated Account,
including any and all of the business of Ambac Assurance Corporation that is subject to
rehabilitation proceedings under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Insurance for the State
of Wisconsin (the “Rehabilitator”) during the term, as defined for purposes of the Consulting
Agreement (“Segregated Account”), of Ambac Assurance Corporation (the “Company”),
including:
1) Review and approval of Segregated Account budget.
2) Review and approval of costs allocated to Segregated Account.
3) Management and supervision of Segregated Account consultants, advisors, attorneys and
any Segregated Account employees.
4) Business planning, including preparation and submittal of annual business plans and
quarterly goals and priorities to the Rehabilitator for approval and execution of those
plans, goals and priorities.
5) Oversight of services provided by the Company to the Segregated Account pursuant to
the Management Services Agreement, including through regular (not less than weekly)
meetings with the Company CEO and senior management.
6) Oversight or as appropriate, management of the analysis and approval of business
functions and decisions made as part of the derisking of the Segregated Account. This
includes work to be done in conjunction with the rehabilitation plan. This includes all
business functions within the Segregated Account, including, but not limited to claims
payment, commutations and changes to other insurance contracts within the Segregated
Account.
7) Prioritization, evaluation, and approval of potential commutations and alternative claim
resolution initiatives consistent with the guidelines established by the Rehabilitator,
including day to day involvement with the management services provider on the
development of such proposals and the underlying analysis and assumptions.
8) Supervision and direction to, or as appropriate, management of the functional teams as
set up through the management structure.
9) Regular (not less than monthly) reports to the Rehabilitator.
10) Report to OCI staff as requested.
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11) Prepare or supervise the timely and proper preparation and submission of all Segregated
Account reports, including to the Rehabilitator and the Rehabilitation Court.
12) Oversight, and evaluation as appropriate, of credit risk management processes, contract
litigation, loan servicing and loss mitigation, reserving processes, claim procession and
payments, surplus note issuance and payments,
13) Interaction with the Company board members, policyholders, and other stakeholders as
needed to conduct the business of the Segregated Account.
14) Serve as the principal representative of the Rehabilitator for the purposes of court
proceedings, including serving as witness or affiant for the purposes of making
representations to the Rehabilitation Court for the purposes of proceedings relating to
approval of transactions or related to seeking approval of, or implementing, the
rehabilitation plan. Carry out, or supervise, the due diligence appropriate to performing
this function.
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Executive Overview
An objective evaluation of potential compensation for the role of Special Deputy
Commissioner over the Segregated Account of Ambac Assurance Company was
requested by the OCI. To ensure appropriate consideration was given to the options,
the evaluation included a review of difference sources of potential compensation levels,
including consulting vendor bids, existing executive salaries, market studies, and a
baseline work-up using a generalized public servant salary.
The result of the study indicates a range of $350k to $800k depending upon the level of
expertise and experience in the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulatory
Legal
Product
Company practices and policies
Operations management
Business transitions / discontinuations / runoffs

More specifically, an individual with solid regulatory background and an understanding
of the legal, product, and company practices could be expected to receive around
$500k per year, while an existing company executive with in-depth product, company,
and operations management experience could expect to receive around $750k per
year. The range takes into account the SA/GA structure as well as allows for
adjustments based upon individual experience and expertise.
As a comparison, a proven transition specialist with in-depth insurance industry and
operational experience would likely cost closer to $1M per year, which may or may not
be appropriate for the GA/SA structure where the GA holds the resources and the
Special Deputy is a purchaser of services.
Introduction
Ambac Assurance Company (AAC) was separated into two separate accounts, a
Segregated Account (SA) for blocks of business deemed to be at risk (approximately
$30 Billion of $320 Billion Total Net Par Outstanding) and a General Account (GA) for
the remaining business. Both accounts share staff from the GA providing these
services to the SA under a Management Agreement. The SA is under OCI’s oversight
and is undergoing rehabilitation.
Under the current structure of the GA / SA and the approved Management Services
Agreement (MSA) and Cooperation Agreement, the GA controls the operational
functions and staff while the majority of policy claims and settlements are likely to occur
in the SA under the control of the Rehabilitator.
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Over the last several years the involvement of OCI has been extensive and has
required a significant dedication of resources both onsite in New York as well as locally
from Wisconsin. The amount of expert resources required by this rehabilitation is
expected to remain high for several years to come, contributing to OCI’s interest in
finding appropriately effective options.
In anticipation of a possible need for alternative resourcing, the rehabilitation statutes
(Wisconsin Statute 645.33(2)) allows OCI to appoint a representative to carry out the
duties of overseeing the rehabilitation of the Segregated Account (SA) at the request
and direction of the Rehabilitator.
Situation
The challenges of managing the General Account, supporting the rehabilitation of the
Segregated Account create a need for dedicated oversight of the Segregated Account’s
rehabilitation at a commitment level exceeding typical OCI oversight.
To address these challenges, OCI has determined that the best course of action is to
exercise its option to appoint a full time representative in the role of “Special Deputy
Commissioner over the Segregated Account of Ambac Assurance Company” (hereafter
referred to as Special Deputy) as authorized by Wis. Stat. 645.33(2) to be separately
contracted directly with the SA. The Special Deputy will be charged with overseeing the
rehabilitation and ensuring the efficient and effective functioning of the Management
Services Agreement from the perspective of the policyholders, with particular focus on
claims resolutions, asset preservation, risk management, and other factors as deemed
appropriate and material.
The remainder of this document entails an evaluation of compensation for this role.
Alternative Approaches
AAC’s specialized insurance products and complex liabilities along with the inherent
complexity of the Wisconsin-specific rehabilitation process require technical industry
knowledge, regulatory expertise, management skills, and ability to drive consensus on a
wide range of operational issues. The runoff nature of the operation also brings with it
the challenges of restructuring operations to optimize policyholder recoveries.
It was determined that ideal requirements for a Special Deputy role would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding regulatory perspectives and Wisconsin’s rehabilitation process.
Technical knowledge of the financial insurance industry products.
Commutation negotiation, settlement, and claims processing experience.
Experience working with attorneys and litigation matters.
Leadership and management experience with large organizational structures.
Restructuring knowledge and experience.
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In determining how best to fill the role, four alternatives were considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Insurance Regulatory Leader with industry knowledge and relationships.
National Executive Search to identify and hire a qualified runoff specialist.
Consulting Firm with interim management and restructuring services.
Ambac Employee.

A thoughtful review of the options determined that the solution most likely to costeffectively satisfy the necessary technical requirements, minimalize the operational
demands on OCI , ensure public credibility, and bring the necessary familiarity with the
operations of AAC, in particular the SA, would be the Insurance Regulatory Leader (#1).
The benefits of an Insurance Regulatory Leader in the role were considered to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical knowledge of regulatory requirements and financial insurance industry.
Existing potential candidates.
Credibility established with personnel, policyholders and board of directors.
Linkage to OCI practices well developed, minimizing future OCI involvement.
Familiarity with situation high if one of identified candidates selected.
Cost expected to be equal to or less than other proposed solutions.

The key identified weakness to a single person solution was the lack of backup and staff
depth that would come with using a consulting firm. The offset would be the higher
cost, which impacted policyholder value, and the fact that this depth did not exist in any
of the other options. Given tight links to staff at OCI as well as supporting contract
expertise, it was felt that this risk was being sufficiently mitigated.
Having available candidates with the prerequisite expertise as well as in-depth
knowledge of the situation provides a significant advantage for Option #1.
Compensation Analysis
Given the unique nature of the job, in particular the separation of a single company into
a General Account and Segregated Account structure, comparatives to directly
equivalent roles were not readily available. Instead, market values were derived from
using several alternative approaches:
•
•
•
•

Consulting Firm Bids
Existing AAC employee compensation
Prior compensation analysis conducted for AAC by JAI and RE Nolan separately
Salary work-up for existing regulatory leader

Using each of the above approaches to generate an acceptable range based upon
candidate skills was deemed the most equitable approach.
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Consulting Firm Bids
An evaluation of compensation should first take under consideration the costs
associated with external offers from professional consultants who have assessed the
role and submitted a proposal for providing the management expertise necessary.
These will typically be the higher end of the range as it offers the depth and breadth of a
firm’s staffing to assist in the role, including backup in the event the specific designee is
unable to perform their duties. Conversely, there is likely to be limited awareness of
regulatory perspectives and processes, which is critical to offloading the burden from
OCI. Company, product, and risk specific awareness is likely to be less as well,
depending upon the firm’s previous involvement.
Based on the bids received, the upper bound for compensation can be reasonably
established:
•

Consulting firm

$1.2M to $2.4M per year

This range is based upon information received from the firms
each of which offered their services in filling the role of
either Special Deputy or Executive Leadership. Most of the received bids did
contemplate a more involved role with the GA and management of resources than may
be currently being considered.
Existing AAC Executive Compensation
Given the Special Deputy will be acting as a member of AAC’s leadership team and will
be assuming direct responsibility for the Segregated Account, which involves a large
and complex block of at-risk business, a review of existing AAC compensation is
appropriate. For this purpose, it is worth noting that the BOD for AAC has established
the parameters of executive compensation to be in the 25th to 50th percentile of the NY
area and market represented, and has used externally provided detailed compensation
studies to validate total compensation (provided by Johnson and Associates, Inc).
Recent salary increases have moved compensation to the median or above in an effort
to ensure effective retention of key players.
In substantiation of using a comparison to existing executives in determining a range for
the Special Deputy, one of the examples found during research was that involving New
Hampshire’s liquidation of the Home Insurance Company (2004). In this instance, a
market analysis was done for the Liquidator (Commissioner Roger Sevigny) by Ernst &
Young’s Human Capital Practice with the purpose to “(1) identify the competitiveness of
the Special Deputy Liquidator’s current compensation to comparative market levels
(other companies in liquidation and distressed situations as well as “healthy” insurance
companies of similar size) and (2) recommend any pertinent modifications to the
Special Deputy Liquidator’s compensation” (public record, letter to Commissioner
Sevigny dated August 27, 2004).
Keeping in mind that this was in 2004 and in New Hampshire, E&Y’s analysis found that
the Special Deputy Liquidator’s compensation of $600,000 was not sufficiently
5
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competitive and recommended the addition of an incentive bonus target of $400,000
and a “stay” bonus of $400,000 bringing the total achievable compensation to $1.4M.
Some adjustments were made for missing benefits (25% value), with the end result in
the 50th percentile and still being below the other Home Insurance Company executive
compensation, which according to the study averaged in the 50th to 75th percentile.
Home Insurance Company was a liquidation of the entire company where the Special
Deputy was the senior-most executive in charge. The appointed Special Deputy, Peter
Bengelsdorf, was an experienced industry executive having held positions as an
Executive Vice President and CFO at several companies as well as having served as
Special Deputy Liquidator and Special Deputy Commissioner in a number of instances.
Using this approach with AAC, and based on since-increased 2009 executive salary
levels, the range for operational expertise to risk and financial expertise for existing
executives over both the GA and SA is:
•

Existing AAC Executive Compensation

$885k to $1.2M per year

As a comparative basis, it is worth noting that in 2009 the Managing Directors made
between $200k and $600k (including bonus). Based on the determination of the extent
to which the SA mirrors this level of accountability, the range can be adjusted
accordingly.
Prior Compensation Analysis
The BOD utilized Johnson and Associates, Inc. for reviews of compensation practices
and equity reportable to the compensation committee. These reviews were engaged to
ensure equitable practices, and entailed collecting and compiling information on both a
broad financial services market basis as well as a more focused Guarantor perspective
for similar positions. The companies involved in the analysis are included in the report
and cover a reasonable range to ensure balance.
For purposes of this review, the 2009 report that was conducted is used as one
benchmark against industry compensation levels for lead executives. While 25th and
75th percentiles were provided as well, the Market Median is reported here.
•
•
•
•
•

Divisional CEO
Head of Portfolio Management
Chief Risk Officer
Business Unit COO
CAO

Broad Market
$1.2M
$1.3M
$1.2M
$800k
$725

Guarantor
n/a
$1M to $2M
$1M to $2M
n/a
$600k to $1M

From the 2009 Compensation Analysis conducted by Johnson and Associates, Inc., the
range for a Business Unit Leader would seem to fall in the $600k to $1M range.
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In addition to this analysis, RE Nolan was asked to conduct a review of the market
compensation in 2010 as part of the initial considerations being given to the
appointment of a Special Deputy. Taking a similar but less detailed approach than
Johnson and Associates, Inc., Nolan reviewed the publicly reported salaries of similarly
positioned executives in the financial services market. The results of this analysis were
consistent with previous work and included companies like Radian Group, PMI Group,
and MGIC (note that XL Capital and Max Capital were also reviewed but the results
were considerably higher):
•
•

CFO
COO

$1M to $1.6M
$870k to $1.6M

Based on this analysis, the 2010 numbers appeared slightly higher but still supported
compensation in the $800k to $1.2M range for an executive with both operational and
risk management responsibilities and experience within the industry.
As indicated by both market compensation reviews, depending upon the breadth of the
role being led and the experience of the executive in charge, the compensation for an
experienced Business Unit Leader with both expense and risk responsibilities range on
the low end around the $800k total annual compensation mark. To the extent that the
SA represents a less complex block of business or operation, the compensation will
need to be adjusted accordingly.
Salary Work-up for Existing Regulatory Leader
Given that the desired and optimal approach is to leverage an identified resource deeply
familiar with both AAC and the Wisconsin regulatory environment, the one other
reasonableness check is to take a bottom-up approach to base-lining the salary. It is
important to note that this approach does not generate a market competitive rate but
instead a baseline salary that can then be incremented based upon the market rate of
the role, cost of alternative sourcing methods, and adjustments for level of experience
and expertise. It is important that existing candidates with the appropriate experience be
paid a competitive salary for the role being taken regardless of their current positions
salary if they are qualified to do the job – that is the basis for market rates.
For purposes of this workup, a baseline salary of $125,000 per year for an experienced
and tenured public servant in the state of Wisconsin was used. The work-up and
associated logic follows, recognizing this is a ballpark approach to estimating
equivalency:
•
•
•
•

Baseline
Add-on for NY market (x.75)
Subtotal
Salary to Contract Conversion (1.7*)

$125,000
$86,000
$211,000
$360,000

*The salary to contract conversion represents the risk element and loss of tenure based
benefits that are the result of shifting from a salary to a contract labor basis. One
7
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common approach is to base the conversion on a contract base of a 220 day work year
versus a salary base of a 365 day one (or a factor of about 1.7).
•

Salary Work-up Baseline

$360k

As a simple cross-foot, this translates to an hourly rate assuming 220 work days per
year and roughly 8 hours per day of $210, which is consistent with the rates charged for
qualified technical, regulatory, financial, or legal expertise.
The potential shift of an experienced Department of Insurance regulator to a contracted
full-time role as Special Deputy for liquidations or rehabilitations does occur, as it is a
reasonable leveraging of expertise for the benefit of policyholders. One excellent
example of this transition is Mr. Randy Lamberjack, President of Noble Consulting
Services. Mr. Lamberjack has acted as a contracted Special Deputy in a number of
regulatory actions, including Medical Insurance, Standard Life, and Benicorp Insurance
Company. Prior to operating as an independent contractor specializing in supporting
regulatory actions, Mr. Lamberjack was the Chief Examiner/Deputy Commissioner of
the Indiana Department of Insurance under former Governor Evan Bayh. His transition
is one example of how regulatory expertise can be leveraged on a contract basis for the
benefit of policyholders of a company undergoing a rehabilitation or liquidation.
Summary
Using several different methods to determine a market rate range for the role of Special
Deputy Commissioner of the Segregated Account results in the following baseline and
ranges:
Consulting firm
Existing AAC Executive Compensation
Market Compensation Reviews
Salary Work-up Baseline

1.2M to $2.4M per year
$885k to $1.2M per year
$800k to $1.6M per year
$360k

In evaluating the compensation level for the selected individual, it will be important to
factor in their experience against that of the determinants for the market rates. The
Baseline provides an equitable entry point for the technically proficient with limited open
market experience in the role being requested while the upper ends establish a
competitive compensation level that would be used to attract an established and proven
industry executive with directly applicable experience.
Given the unique nature of the split GA/SA structure, and the regulatory insights
required, it is unlikely that an exact match to the necessary skills will be found. With
that in mind, an evaluation of the individual applying against the underlying
requirements for the job will provide the final basis for determining the exact level of
compensation within this range.
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For purposes of hiring a single individual on a permanent or contract basis, an initial
range of $400k to $800k should be used with the final result being based on the level of
expertise and experience being brought to the job.
In the event the consulting firm approach is selected, the costs will be higher offset by
the increased staff depth and breadth available. An RFP process is the best approach
in this event, as it lets the market determine the value, although insights into a probable
range of costs have been provided by prior work.
To determine the appropriate total compensation for the individual to be hired, the
gradients of specific expertise to generalized leadership should be considered. The
following diagram provides a context for considering the various skills that may be
involved in the job, leaving the degree or weight of each to be determined by those
defining the specific job duties:
Baseline
Regulatory
Legal
Product
Company
Operations
Shutdowns

XXXXXX

$350k

Regulations
& Legal
XXXXXX
XXXXXX

Products
& Risks
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX

Company
Policies
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX

$450k

$575k

$750k

Operations

Top Tier

XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX

XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
$1.0M

$880M

Ideally, the selection of an individual for this role and more importantly the determination
of the appropriate salary would be conducted objectively based on a matching of
existing knowledge, skills, abilities, and experience against those required by the job.
Since the availability of the appropriate regulatory experience is so limited, working with
the qualified identified candidates to determine the degree to which they have additional
experience as noted and the extent to which that experience adds incremental and
necessary value to the process of rehabilitation will determine the most equitable salary
range.
Upon determination of the appropriate salary, care should be taken to craft a contract
that protects both OCI and the selected individual by incorporating adequate coverage
of incentives, sunset clauses, liability protections, and adjustments for expansions or
contractions in responsibility. Consistent with these clauses will be the need for a clear
definition of the extent of the operational level of the role, areas and degrees of direct
responsibilities, and handling interactions with external agencies, the media, the BOD,
AAC / AFG leadership, and supporting consultant staff. It will be important to have the
role clarified to ensure adequate authority over the rehabilitation process as well as
avoid any confusion over lines of reporting or decision-making responsibility.
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